Parable of the ant – Oct 25, 2015

Jesus often used parables when speaking to the crowds to describe a concept and then later
explained the parables meaning to the apostles. We have been going thru an experience over the
last few years that fit perfectly for a parable – the parable of the ant.
The bible mentions the ant in Prov6:6-8 in how diligent and wise it is. It doesn’t slack off but
works consistently store up food and to grow its colony.
RSV Proverbs 6:6-8
6 Go to the ant, O sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise. 7 Without having any
chief, officer or ruler, 8 she prepares her food in summer, and gathers her sustenance in
harvest.
We have been battling an ant invasion in the house for several years. Last year, 2014, was the
worse year of invasion when every day the army of ants would emerge from multiple places
along the walls in various rooms in the house. They were crawling on the bed and clothes…
How the ants got to the various points along the wall was a feat in
insect tunneling engineering itself. The house should be an
impregnable fortress against any insect attack since the location of
attack was a concrete earth shelter house.

Wall
Floor

The barrier that the ants had to breach was a 2 foot wide by 18
Footing
Insulation
inches deep concrete Footing that was laid around the perimeter of
the house. A 11 inch thick continuous concrete Wall was poured on
top the footings with a dome concrete ceiling. A 1/8 insulating material was laid down before
the 4” floating concrete Floor was poured in order to keep the floor from getting cold in winter
time.
Freshly poured concrete spreads out and is tight around the walls but over time, concrete will
shrink and crack as it hardens and dries. The concrete floor dried and pulled away from the wall
in some places 1/16” to 1/8”. It wasn’t long before the ant scouts discovered the breach in the
fortress walls.
I believe the insulation material created a highway that allowed the ants access to all the cracks
along the wall.
A caulk barrier was squeezed into the space between the floor and wall in 2004 and it helped
stem the tide – a temporary victory. The caulk became brittle over the following decade and it
lost its adhesion to the floor or was chewed thru and another round of invasion occurred.
When one approach doesn’t work then you have to figure a new plan of defense.
All the caulk along the crack between the floor and wall were scraped off and
pulled out and a stiffer more permanent filler was used – “SteelStik” epoxy by
JB Weld. The compound was mixed and then forced down into the crack which
then hardened. The liquid “J-B Weld” epoxy version was also used to reach
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hard to get to cracks or to allow it to run down the crack to seal it below the surface. Fantastic
products! I have what seems to be wheel barrels full of both products.
The battle was won but the war wasn’t over. The enemy regrouped and went about testing the
weak areas that it could exploit.
The ants returned. This time they crawled from cracks underneath 2x4 dry walled walls attached
to the concrete wall.
Drilling and cutting away the drywall/wood over/around the crack was required to get to the
cracks. All the wooden walls attached to the concrete wall had to be partially torn thru to
access the cracks.
Wall

Cracks
During this time other cracks became known. A concrete vibrator was
lowered down into the concrete, during the wall concrete pour, to shake
Floor
the concrete to an even consistency and to close air pockets. The concrete
workers didn’t shake close all the air pockets and the ants found these
weak areas of the wall. The ants chewed their way thru the plaster (that
Insulation
was used to cover the air pockets) and they came poured out. These
pathways were up to 6 inches up from the floor.

Footing

All the plaster that was filled into the concrete hole was removed and more JB weld products
were used to plug the cracks.
In a war ground troops are always supplemented with air dropped troops. While the ground
ants were creating a diversion the flanking army of ants commenced the invasion from
above. An earth sheltered house has 6+ feet of dirt on top of the house – perfect for many
colonies of ants. The ants made raiding runs into the house from an extended supply
line/trading network.
After careful examination around the house, 2 places on a cinder block retaining wall the mortar
were cracked and loose allowing the ants to set up a patrol base in the soil behind the wall. From
the crack in the cinder block wall the line of ants stretched 30 feet to the roof of the house. The
ants crawled thru the ceiling insulation about 20 feet, down the wall and emerged at the bottom
of the inside wall.
The mortar was knocked out and new mortar replaced. A 50 foot long by 3.5 foot deep
trench has been dug to close off the soil side crack – I have another 4 feet down to go before
I can paint on several layers of Vulkem 201 (non-organic sealant that won’t break down like
tar) which will block off any ants from crawling thru from unknown cracks.
At some point you have all you can take and you can’t take any more. You desire not just to
patch holes but to go on a counter offensive attack. With success in sealing the cracks along the
wall inside the house I was then allowed time to initiate the focused offensive campaign.
Another product that has been very effective in the battle with the ants has been Medina’s
Orange oil. It has become our multi-purpose-go-to ant killing spray when diluted with
water in a spray bottle. It is deadly and it operates quickly. The spray bottle can be set for
mist which covers a wide area or it can be set for stream. Stream setting allows bunker
busting to happen. The stream burrows into the soft ant mound hitting the queen and ant
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eggs. The stream is also effective for spraying on the long axis of the ant trail (like an A-10 wart
hog strafing a line of enemy tanks and vehicles).
Many times ant mounds along the house have been stirred up to get the ants pouring out then an
alternating layering of mist and streams are applied liberally.
The ant attack from above spurred me to remove a 30 foot section of roof in order to rebuild it
more securely using a generous amount of roof tar to seal the roof sheeting to the rafters. Was I
over doing it? Yes, but it created a sealed barrier preventing any further inroads from that area.
The attacks have been slowing down since any ant detected within the house activates a rapid
response team to track the ant to the crack to plug it up.
The ants under the concrete I can’t wipe out because I can’t get to them. A constant vigilance is
required of the floor/wall to ensure no ants break thru a weak spot.
We had a line of ants exiting a bottom of the non-concrete portion of the
house. I couldn’t find their mound or where they were entering the house
so another weapon was deployed.
Give them want they want and poison them. The ants entering the
house are sugar ants so a boric acid/sugar solution was placed next
to their exit from the wall. They will go nuts with this solution –
they will all line up to take a slurp of the sweet drink both big and
small.
The size of the invading ant force will determine how long it will take
before all are dead. It is amazing to see the magnitude of ants feeding on
the cup knowing that they were behind the wall and were once that
would have been crawling around the house.

Boric acid/sugar solution
1 cup of water
6 teaspoons of sugar
2.5 teaspoons of boric acid
Mix well and pour into a
plastic cup (cut down to an
inch high) with masking
tape to allow the ants to
crawl up the sides.
Keep away from pets and
children.

Taking care of the ants and all their entrances has created another blessing. Their
companions are no longer coming in as well. Who are their companions? Scorpions,
spiders ranging from the tiny ones to garden spiders and tarantulas (we found one
crawling under the covers of the bed), centipedes (a rubber hammer to the head finishes
off this pest), mice and snakes (2 rat snakes and 2 rattlesnakes).

The interpretation of the parable.
The concrete is your Christian walk. The concrete is held with a form when poured – this is the
bible commandments which if you stay within then you will prosper. The Rebar within the
concrete is your studying of the bible. The more you study, fellowship and apply what you have
been taught the stronger Christian you will be when the tempter comes.
The cracks allowing ants in are doorways that have been opened by the person, their parents or
curses from others. These doorways allow demons/unclean spirits enter the body to torment the
person. What are the doorways that can be opened? See attachment 1.
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The ants, scorpions, spiders, centipedes and snakes are the tormentors. They come in thru the
open doorways to afflict the body. They always bring other demons in as well to cause havoc on
that person. The ants under the concrete are demons waiting to enter any doors that get opened.
How can you determine which demons are afflicting you? By taking notice of what is going thru
your mind, what actions you find difficult to stop doing or health problems – all could point to a
demonic source. See attachment 2 for a sample listing of common demons found afflicting
Christians – the deliverance ministry says on average 36 of these are removed during a
deliverance session.
The filling in the cracks, digging the trench, replacing the roof and filling in the mortar
represents being diligent in closing all possible open doors to demons, breaking generational
curses and cutting ungodly soul ties.
The boric acid and orange oil spray represent expelling the individual demons listed on
attachment 2 sending them to the feet of Jesus for judgment so they can’t return or infest some
other person.
The book that covers these actions is from www.delmin.org “Doing
the supernatural works of Jesus”.
This book has the latest techniques to cast out the demonic realm
from within you and to repair the walls to prevent another reinvasion
attempt. This book has many time proven weapons incorporated
from other exorcists who have used them successfully.
I would recommend that if you are interested in this book that you
purchase the book plus DVD package since the DVD contains some
information which is not in the book:
http://www.delmin.org/products-resources/
Christians are called to be soldiers for Jesus here on earth. Satan and his demons have far too
long been taking over Christian governments, Christian churches, schools, dividing families and
taking over the thoughts and actions of Christians. How do you fight back? Expel the demons
out of the person and cast them to the feet of Jesus.
The demons removed from earth this way cleans up one tiny part of earth. If all Christians and
churches are doing the same then the communities, cities, states, nations and the world can be
restored back to Jesus Christ. Satan can’t operate without foot soldiers who are demons and if
they have been ripped out of their dwelling places and placed at Jesus’ feet then the world would
be in peace.
That is only if you believe that a Christian has the power to do such things.
Luk 10:19 "Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions,
and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing will injure you.

Regards,
Called/Chosen + Hear + Believe + Repent + Confess + Baptize + Abide = Salvation -> Proclaim
Mt22:14 + Lk11:28 + Jn3:16 + Mk6:12 +Rm10:9 +Acts2:38 + Heb10:26 = 1 Pt 3:21 -> Mt28:19-20
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Attachment 1

FREE HANDOUT - PLEASE TAKE ONE

Our Authority – Door Openers – Breaking Ungodly Soul Ties—Keys for staying free

Deliverance Ministries, Inc.

2828 NW 57th Ste. 305,
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 www.delmin.org (405) 842-5509
ecox@delmin.org

Our Authority:
Luke 10:19
“Behold, I give you the authority to trample on serpents and scorpions and over ALL the power of the
enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you.” (Memorize and quote daily)
Mark 16:17-18
“And these signs shall follow them that believe: In my name they shall cast out devils; they will speak
with new tongues; they will take up serpents; and if they drink anything deadly, it will by no means hurt
them; they will lay their hands on the sick, and they shall recover"
John 14:12
“I say unto you, anyone who believes in me, the works that I do; he shall do also; and greater works than
these shall he do because I go to the Father.”
How Christians are tormented by evil spirits…we have three parts. (1 Thessalonians 5:23) Our spirit,
which is secure in Jesus, along with a body and a soul (mind, will, emotions), which can be tormented
and influenced. The evil spirits are bothering Christians in the last two parts.

Door Openers:
1. IGNORING THE NEED TO BE BORN AGAIN: John 3:3; Romans 10:9-11, 10:13
2. UNREPENTED SIN: Proverbs 28:13, 1 John 1:9
3. UNFORGIVENESS: Mark 11:25-26; Matthew 18:34-35 Forgive others and ourselves. This is the
BIG door opener! Unforgiveness is a major blockage to deliverance and healing. Jesus said if we don’t
forgive, we will be turned to the tormentors.
4. HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER: Deuteronomy 5:16; Ephesians 6:1-3 (So you will have
long life and your life will go well)
5. WORKS OF THE FLESH: Galatians 5:19-21; 2 Timothy 2:22
6. PRIDE: 1 Timothy 3:6; Proverbs 8:13
7. WITCHCRAFT/SECRET SOCIETIES/FALSE RELIGIONS/YOGA:
Deut. 18:10-14, Proverbs 18:21
8. DRUGS, ALCOHOL: Ephesians 4:27
9. TRAUMA: Romans 12:2, Psalm 147:3, “He heals the broken hearted and binds up their
wounds.”Emotional wounds of the past: being abused, severe fright, abandonment, rejection, neglect,
tragedies, bad memories, (inner healing is needed.). Jesus renews our minds when we declare the Word of
God promises.
10. HYPNOSIS: Romans 6:16 When we are hypnotized, we yield our mind to others.
11. IDOLATRY: Exodus 20:3
Things, money, hobbies, job, relationships, drugs, alcohol, food, sports, etc.
12. REBELLION AND DISOBEDIENCE TOWARD GOD: Deuteronomy 28, 29, 30;
Galatians 3:13
13. INHERITANCE: Nehemiah 9:2 Confess and repent for the sins of the forefathers.
14. CURSES: Proverbs 18:21; Mark 11:23
By others, ourselves, or by oaths.
15. UNGODLY SOUL TIES: 1 Samuel 18:1, Ephesians 4:27
4/11
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Breaking ungodly soul ties Repeat the following:
1. Jesus, I forgive (person’s name) for all that has happened, all that has gone on. Because You say
that I must forgive to be forgiven. I make a decision to forgive (him/her). I forgive myself for the
parts I may have played here. and I ask You, Lord, to forgive me. I take any negative or
tormenting feelings and unforgiveness that I carry toward _____, and I put these into my hands
(Cup your hands together). Any hurts, bitterness, resentment, anger, offense, feelings of
abandonment, betrayal, neglect, rejection, deception, manipulation, control, or judgments. (Name
any other negative emotions.) So here they are, Lord; I give them to You. (Lift your hands up to
Jesus and give them to Him. Certainly if we give them to Jesus, He will take them every time). 1
Peter 5:7 Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.
1. In Jesus’ name, I destroy, cancel, vacate and break any judgments I may have made and stated
against _____ or myself. These judgments are now broken, null and void and I are free. Father,
please forgive me for pronouncing judgment on _____. I leave judgment to You. I command all
evil spirits that have come through these judgments to go to the feet of Jesus. Demons of the
judgments, in the name of Jesus, GO!
2. In Jesus’ name, I also break the power of any curses or judgments ______ may have spoken over
me. I cancel any curses or judgments I might have spoken over _____ or myself. (If a parent,
then generational curses must be broken – say the following:) Please forgive me and my
ancestors for all ungodliness. I cancel, remove and uproot all iniquity from all my ancestors down
through my life and my seed, spirit, soul and body. I command the very substance of iniquity to
be removed from all parts of my godly, soul and spirit in Jesus Name. I cancel any ungodly vows
that I may have made.
1. I also terminate, in Jesus’ Name, any ungodly soul ties that exist between ______ and me. I do
this spiritually, physically, mentally, emotionally, financially, (sexually) and I command all evil
spirits that have come through these soul ties to go to the feet of Jesus. Control spirit coming
through _____, and any associated demon spirits GO. You are not my friend. Demons of the
curses, in the name of Jesus, GO! (Stay engaged until you feel the spirits have departed.)
1. MINISTER: Ask the person to close their eyes and relax. Begin speaking: Lord Jesus, I think
____ (name of person) needs some hugs. As Your child, Lord, would You put your arms around
____ and hold (him/her), comforting, assuring, loving and bringing Your Truth to him or her
about this relationship, so that any lies he/she has carried all these years can be clarified. Your
truth, Lord is what we ask. (Now have them just sit there and listen. Sometimes they hear really
well, others don’t hear anything, but they seem to experience a peace that was not there before. It
is obvious the Lord spoke into their spirit man with a healing.)
Keys for staying free
Jesus used deliverance ministry to bring freedom to those oppressed by the devil. After being set free, paying careful
attention to the following points will allow you to continue to live in freedom and maintain healing:
1. Read the Word out loud each day. II Timothy 3:16-17
2. Pray (talk to God conversationally) every day. Ephesians 6:18
3. Have Christian fellowship. Matthew 18:19-20
4. Keep the doors closed. Galatians 5:16-26
5. Resist the devil, speaking the Word. James 4:7
6. Strengthen your spirit man by confessing or declaring daily the positives, the Word of God and declaring
the promises of God. Mark 11:22-25; Ephesians 1:3-23; 3:16-20
7. Make godly choices. Deuteronomy 30:19
Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free. John 8:32
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Attachment 2

Deliverance Ministries, Inc
2828 NW 57th Street Suite 305 Oklahoma City, OK 73112 - (405) 842-5509 www.delmin.org

Doing and Teaching the works of Jesus”
Luke 10:19

Mark 16:17
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CIRCLE THE FOLLOWING THAT ARE A
PROBLEM OR IF YOU HAVE HAD
INVOLVEMENTS:
ANTICHRIST
Rebellion, Stubbornness
False Prophet Spirit
ANGER
Rage, Wrath
Irrational Anger, Self Anger
Temper
Violence
BITTERNESS *
Hate
Self-Hate
Unforgiveness, of self
Hurt
Resentment
Revenge
Retaliation
Jealousy, Envy*
Murder
BONDAGE
Hyperactivity, Overbearing,
Talkative, Impatience
Stealing (Kleptomania)
Physical pain, victim
Blocked Emotion, Affection
Blocked Completion, Frigidity
Physical Cold or Hot.
Workaholic, Perfectionism
Trauma,* Birth Trauma
Racism
Tension Headache, Migraine
Insomnia
Compulsions, Competition
Unclean, Messiness, Hording
Bulimia, Anorexia
Arson, Fascination with fire
Finger Nail biting
Hair twisting/pulling
CONDEMNATION *
Guilt
Unworthiness
Accusations*
Inferiority*
Insecurity*
Shame
Shyness, Timidity
Embarrassment
Intimidation, Over sensitive
CONFUSION *
Forgetfulness

Mind Control
Mind Blocking
Mind Hindering
Soul Fragmenting
Indifference, Double
Mindedness
Procrastination
Illiteracy
CONTROL
Ruler
Manipulation
Chauvinism
Possessiveness
Domineering
CRAVINGS
&ADDICTIONS*
Alcohol
Nicotine
Drugs
Medications
Gluttony, Food, Sweets
Over eating, Fear of starvation
Caffeine
Affection
Sex, Pornography
Gambling
Craving of Things
Torment by withdraw
Idolatry of above
DEATH *
Death Wish
Suicide
Murder, Abortion
By Infirmity*
By Accident*, Driving too fast
DECEPTION* (Accepting
lies)
Self-deception
Delusion, blinding
Deceit, Denial
Lies to the mind*
DESTROYER *
Withdrawal,
Separation
Of relationships, Of Marriages
Compromise, Division, Divorce
Self-destruction, Self mutilation
Failure, tragedy, Sabotage
DEAF & DUMB

Seizures, Convulsions
Deafness-physical/spiritual
DOUBT/DISBELIEF
Skepticism, Unbelief
FATIGUE
Tiredness
Laziness
Insomnia
Despondency
Weakness
Lethargy
Sleepiness
Slumbering
Old and tired
FALSE COMPASSION &
RESPONSIBILITY
Co-dependency
Need to rescue/false burden
FALSE PROPHESY
False voices
FEAR*
of Abandonment
of Death
of Driving
of Future
of Poverty
of Spiders, of Insects, Snakes
of Man, of Woman, of People
of Animals
of Disapproval, Not good
enough
of Confrontation
of Germs, of Sickness
of Satan
of Going Outside
of Rejection, of public speaking
of Authority, of Doctors
of Success
of Dark
of Height
of Love
of Loneliness
of Commitment
of being hurt, of Failure
of Trusting
All phobias, Panic attacks
Fear of:____________________
HEAVINESS / STRESS *
Depression
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Grief, Sorrow
Sadness
Hopelessness
Worry
Anxiety, Nervousness
Stress, Pressure, Tension
Crying
Heartache
Defeatism, Unloving*
Self-Pity, Pouting
Emotional Pain
Despair, disappointment
Entrapment
Loneliness
LYING *
To Others, Exaggeration
To Self, Demons of the lies*
Satanic lie program*
IDOLATRY (False God)
Self
People, Pets
Things, Money
Hobbies, Games, Sports
Business/work/computer
Facebook, Twitter
Cell phone, texting
Lifestyle, Entertainment, TV
Problems, Sickness
Past
American Indian Ways
Food
Sex
Alcohol, Drugs
Others:_________________
INFIRMITY
(May include any disease or
sickness-be specific-address
them by their medical names)
Unrepented sin and
unforgiveness are typical doors Inner-healing usually needed
JEZEBEL
Seductive Behavior
Witchcraft
Manipulation, Control
LEVIATHAN
(Blocks mind, Bible study,
Prideful)
MENTAL ILLNESS
Madness
Mania (hyperactivity)
Retardation
Deaf & Dumb
Schizophrenia, Bi-polar
Paranoia
Hallucinations
Manic Depression
MOCKERY
Folly, Funny

STEALING, Cheating
MULTIPLE YOU
Use inner healing for traumas.
(Finally, pray for the real you
that was made in God’s image to
come up in you and stay)
REJECTION *
Fear of Rejection
Self-Rejection
Rejection in the Womb
PERVERSION
Lust
Fantasy, Sadistic
Lesbianism
Homosexuality
Masturbation
Adultery, Abuse of children
Molestation
Incest
Incubus, Sucubus
Harlotry
Rape
Exposure, Beastiality
Pornography
POVERTY
Financial Bondage, Blockage,
Destruction, Cash stealing, Lack
PRIDE
Haughtiness
Ego
Intellectualism
Leviathan
Vanity
Self-Righteousness
Importance
Spiritual Pride
Arrogance
PROFANITY
Cursing
Blasphemy
Taking God’s Name in vain
REBELLION
Self-Will
Stubbornness
Disobedience
Anti-Submissiveness
RELIGION
Tradition, Doctrines, Ritualism
Legalism, Formalism
Martial Arts, False Religions
Yoga and the spirit Kundalini
Secret Societies, KKK
Free Masonry, Eastern Star
SELF
Selfishness, Self gratification
Self Will, Self righteousness
STRIFE OTHERS:
Conflict _______________
Bickering

Argument
Quarreling
Fighting
Criticism
Judgment
Gossiping
Accusation
Faultfinding

Meanness, Cruelness
TORMENT
Harassment

Nightmares
WITCHCRAFT/OCCULT*
Ouija
Familiar Spirits, Spirit Guide
Palmistry
Divination, Sorcery
Horoscopes/Astrology
Fortunetelling
Worship of the Dead
Charms, Crystals
Tarot cards, Pendulum
Voodoo, Wicca, Santeria
Medicine Man Spirits
Indian Witchcraft, Shamanism
Psychic, Séance
Witchcraft Control
Others:____________________
_
-Address those groups marked
with an as trek (*) Also the

“Gatekeeper”
-Cancel all satanic
assignments and command
all demons of the
assignments to go

Ungodly Soul Ties to be
broken:
Dad, Mom, Family members
Ex-spouse(s)
Spouse
Sexual Group, Sexual abuse,
Rape
Others that have hurt you a
lot,
excessive control over you or
out of balance relationship:
__________________________
_
__________________________
_
__________________________
_
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